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KHARMA ELEGANCE CABLE COLLECTION 
REDEFINING THE STANDARDS IN HIGH-END AUDIO CABLES

The purest form of the hybrid Silver and Nano-Carbon conductors (SNCtm) technology is used within the Elegance Cable Collection.  
The elegant cables contain the same individually chambered conductor structure as in all three Cable Collections, but are executed  
in an optimum price versus quality ratio.

Just as in the Elegance Speaker Collection, the Elegance Cable Collection is based on a combination of black anodized aluminium parts and 
chromed trimming details. In this way the Elegance Cable collection matches the Elegance Speaker collection both audible as aesthetically.    

Loudspeaker Cable 

The Elegance Loudspeaker cable (KLC-EL-1.0) is based on pure silver conductors combined with a carbon conductor strand to realize the 
hybrid conductor construction that brings so many details for the ear. Flexible tubing individually chambers all conductors to make use of the 
potential of air insulation. The Elegance Loudspeaker cable is on both sides terminated with beautiful cable endings based on black anodized 
and chromed parts. Furthermore this cable is equipped with carefully selected rhodium plated spades.  

Interconnect Cable 

The KIC-EL-1.0 and KDC-EL-1.0, the Elegance Interconnect cable, makes use of solid core silver-gold conductors as part of the hybrid SNCtm 

structure. The dual layer screening in combination with the individually chambered conductors for optimum air insulation brings the desired 
decoupling with electromagnetic interference from its surrounding. A beautiful one-sided cable ending from black anodized and chromed 
parts, makes this clearly a cable belonging to the Elegance Cable Collection. The Elegance Interconnect cable can be executed with a silver 
plated RCA or silver plated XLR plug, both with a carbon / chrome finish. 

Power Cable 

For the Elegance Power cable (KPC-EL-1.0) a different way of creating a hybrid construction between silvered copper conductors and carbon 
has been used. The carbon is used for filtering of the skin effect instead of performing as a main conductor. Moreover, the conductors are 
placed behind a dual layer screening, to protect the signal from unwanted external electromagnetic interference. Finally the high quality gold 
plated plugs are beautiful finished with black and chrome parts for the cable endings. For the Elegance Power cable the connections can 
be a EU or US version and on the other side an IEC or IEC high-current connector.  
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